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Folder: In Defense of Conspiracy 

1. MSM nonsense capsulized in review of Buggsie’s book by NY Times 

reviewer Bryan Burrough’s..... Clearly a “known nothing” 

when it comes to the JFK assassination. Provides list of nationally known 

inside the Beltway names who can be found in the conspiracy camp. 

2. See my notes on the back of the page... .attack on the slap-dash dismissal 

of grassy knoll witnesses. .. .but readiness to believe that all these two-bit 

psycho types with one shot could alter our history. No questions asked 

about the official solutions. 

3. Story that D.B. Thomas adds weight that shot came from the grassy knoll. 

4. Report to Rankin from CIA 11/13/1964 on foreign response to the Warren 

Commission Report..... 

5. Docs showing the cooperation between CIA and FBI relating to what each 

would say to WC regarding any association with Oswald. .. Use in passing; 

perhaps as a footnote. 

6. Reports by 5 people who said that they ran into “Secret Service” men on 

the Grassy Knoll area in Dealey Plaza 

7. Clobber him. Here is James Pierson’s crap book Camelot and the Cultural 

Revolution: How the Assassination of JFK Shattered American Liberalism.” 

Written by an oaf of the right wing who knows nothing about the crime. 

How he is celebrated by the AEIl, voice of the American oligarchy. 

8. Piece by Morley on DPD dictabelt that might have picked up shots from the 

grassy knoll. Problem: | cannot identify the source from this copy. 

9. Chris Mills “The Man Who Wasn't There” Presents an argument that the 

SS agent on the Grassy Knoll was as SS agent, Thomas “Lem” Jones... and 

his appearance is explained by Mills. 

10. Robert Parry’s essay on the death of Gary Webb, who blew the lid on 

Contra drug smuggling w/ assist from the CIA. How he was hounded and 

something on his death. Does he accuse the CIA of a contract killing???? 

Part of conspiracy in our history. 
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11.Krauthhammer of the Wash Post has quotable material that is so sweet on 

conspiracy in history. K is right-winger and while he would bully rag anyone 

who supports conspiracy in the JFK case he is quick to make a caseof same 

when it involves the Russians. . . 

12. Good language on conspiracy by Krugman..... excellent stuff 

13.Chris Hayes has useful piece on the paranoid style a la Hofstadter. Worth a 

review 

14. Murry Rothbard piece on revisionism. .. .as a good counter to conspiracy 

theorist... .might want to review with care. 

15. Hal Verb’s “How the History Channels Handle JFK’s Assassination.” A 

careful review is essential. 

16. Handy reminder of conspiracies in contemporary (use this term) examples 

in US history. .. .(what is the source of this???) 

17. Notes here that US media respoOnded to the 30°" anniversary of Dallas by 

reviving the WC motives for LHO”s killing of the president: in the words of 

Gerald Posner: that “others failed to recognize his stature he thought he 

deserved... .” and this pissed him off. That cannot be allowed to be 

repeated when the 50" anniversary rolls around. Quote from Posner’s 

“Case Closed,” 220. Like the dog returning to his vomit. 

18. Earl Golz story on witnesses account of SS men on the Grassy Knoll and in 

the parking lot area... Needs to be studied. . . 

19. Mark Danner piece on Saddam... . but language is spot on for how the 

conspiracy account of Dallas is gaining more and more credibility. . .as we 

approach the 50" anniversary ***** Good stuff 

20. Piece on acoustics and shot from the Grassy Knoll...




